Abstract
Introduction
The aim of the image fusion is to compose a more accurate image by integrating complementary information from a set of coarser images. With the rapid development of the imaging techniques, more and more multi-camera systems are developed to overcome the deficiency of single-camera imaging system, especially on the imaging of the large-depth objects, for example, the thoracic cavity. Usually, we can get several images simultaneously from multiple cameras, and these images may have different resolutions, or focus on different regions, even in different frequency domains. These raw images will be registered first [1] , and then we can get a set of images with the same "content" but may still be different in many aspects. There has been extensive research on the image registration methods, and many of them are quite fast and applicable in the real-time situation [3, 4] . The following process is to fuse these registered images to generate an accurate image for practical usage. Such fusion processes may vary much according to the sources of the raw images. In our medical surgery monitoring setting, we often get a set of out-of-focus images from multiple cameras since the imaging objects' depths are usually too large to be focused on all at one shot. A desirable algorithm not only has to generate a fully-focused image of the objects, but also needs to admit only a low computational complexity to fulfill the real-time requirement.
There are a number of standard fusion methods in this area [2, 5, 8] , which can be divided into two categories: spatial-domain method and transform domain based method. All spatial-domain methods involve certain kinds of selection rules in spatial domain, such as averaging, Brovey method, principal component analysis (PCA), etc. Transform domain methods also need similar information selection rules in the transformed spaces [11] . Some popular transformation methods include wavelet transformation (DWT), discrete cosine transform (DCT), etc. Also, many commonly used image processing techniques are adopted to assist the selection of the information, such as the detection of the edges, and the discrimination of foreground and background. Recently, there have been some region-based methods in this area, and these methods can be viewed as mixture models, which select partial information from both spatial and transformation domains [5, 12] . Although the fusion methods vary a lot, however, there is no mathematical exact criterion regarding the performance of certain strategies [7] . Usually, we compare and choose sound methods according to concrete usage or images, and the performance is mainly judged by visual inspections. More importantly, there are always some additional requirements imposed by practical usage. In our situation, we need a high speed processing of such large size out-of-focus images which are generated by a set of high-speed camera systems in real-time surgery.
In this paper, we propose a new spatial domain fusion algorithm for out-of-focus images, based on the minimization of the Bayesian risk and a multiresolution Pixon map. We first lay out a Bayesian risk minimization framework for fusion of out-of-focus images, and further simplify this model to get a maximum a posterior (MAP) formulation. Using the multi-resolution Pixon map, we can estimate the likelihood functions in our MAP problem even without any calibration information of the imaging systems. A fast fusion method is proposed by adopting a simple uniform distribution as the prior probability, and the resulted algorithms not only can generate accurate fullfocus images, but also have a low computational complexity, which is only linear with respect to the size of the image.
The potential applications of our image fusion method include automatic target recognition and tracking in intelligent robots, computer assisted surgery in medical image, non-destructive material inspection in manufacturing, etc. The advantage of this method is its low computational cost, leading to fast processing in real-time systems. Our algorithms have been implemented in several practical imaging system, e.g., surgical operation monitoring, and yield high performances in both image quality and computational speed.
Main Results

Minimization of Bayesian Risk for Out-offocus Image Fusion
First, we introduce a mathematical model to describe the fusion problem. A set of out-of-focus images (raw images) can be modeled by ,
where integer and is the total number of the raw images;
is the -th raw image, and is the estimation of without noises . is modeled as a regional optical diffusion operator times the ground truth image (fully-focused image) . Here we assume that the white noise function is only relying on the imaging environment, and it will be the same Gaussian distribution in every measurement. Obviously, our aim is to recover the ground truth (fully-focused) image , and the difficulty lies at the determining of the regional optical diffusion operators , which has the following form: ,
where is the same as Equation (1) and is the global optical diffusion operator for the given camera system; is the out-of-focus region indicator function:
Actually, if the camera optical diffusion function is well defined or measured, that is, we have concrete functional expression of the optical diffusion operator , we can recover the underlying fully-focused image by determining the proper noise, even only one image is available. However, it is very hard to calibrate and measure the camera systems to get explicit functional expressions. Since we all assume that a set of images are available in our multiple camera system, we can estimate the ground truth images by Bayesian method without any calibration information of the camera systems.
The Bayesian risk of estimating is defined as , (4) where is the cost function, is the observed data and is the posterior probability distribution. Here we will take the function which is defined as )= ,
where is a real number and is the indicator function on set So the risk is reduced to
, the integral in equation (6) can be simplified to be a constant times , and minimizing of the above Bayesian risk can be further reduced to maximizing the posterior probability . This estimation is appropriate in our out-offocus image fusion setting, because the out-of-focus region area is always far smaller than the image size for each , and hence there are only small differences between and the ground truth image .
By using the Bayesian rule, we can readily get (7) where is fixed since is a given observation, is the prior probability for the ground truth image and is the likelihood function between . The MAP estimation of the ground truth image is given by .
Pixon Map Based Likelihood Formulation
If we can determine a well-defined likelihood function and an appropriate prior distribution for , we are able to compute the Bayesian estimation of the full-focus images by the above derivations. According to Equations (1-3), a likelihood function can be derived by using a direct maximum-contrast strategy as follows. First, we define some two dimensional kernel window functions of radius [6] . These kernels are usually called Pixon kernel functions or Pixon maps [9, 10] , which can give some multi-resolution descriptions for an image. Although many kernel functions are available, such as the truncated parabolas, here we adopt a simple uniform window kernel function, (9) By using the above equation (9), we can generate a new image , by summing over all for each pixel . With the same analysis as Equation (1-3) , we can get similar out-of-focus representations for the new multi-resolution image . A quick calculation can yield .
We always assume the kernel window is smaller enough so that if . Here we point out that this assumption may incur some "salt and pepper" noises across the boundaries of the optical diffusion regions, but this kind of noise can be readily eliminated by an efficient median filtering process or just by taking a proper prior distribution in our formulation. For a set of registered images, we want to take the maximum-contrast information over all of them, that is, , (10) where is the index of image from which we can get the maximum value for . The selection of the prior probability distribution for our formulation is quite interesting. If we choose a simple prior, such as the uniform distribution, the resulted computation will be quite efficient but the estimated ground truth images may be not very smooth: there will be some "salt and pepper" noises as discussed. If we take the Gibbs distribution as a prior function, the resulted images will be much smoother but it requires much more computational efforts. To fulfill our real-time requirement, we will adopt the uniform as a prior distribution, and the computational complexity will be discussed in the following section.
Computational Complexity
The algorithm complexity of an elementary implementation of our method is , which is only linear in the size of the image. Other promising methods, such as latest multi-resolution region based transformation domain fusion methods, require a computational cost of no less than , where is the number of the decomposition layers of the wavelet transformations. The low algorithm complexity of our method also allows us to process images in the medical surgery surveillance, as well as some other real-time multiple camera systems.
Experiments
Experiment Design
To illustrate the validity and the efficiency of our Bayesian risk minimization based fusion algorithm, we design tests on several groups of color and gray-level images. Our first experiment is the performance test on the out-of-focus color medical images, and a table is provided to illustrate the computational efficiency of our algorithm. Although our method is mainly designed for fusion of out-of-focus images, we also test our algorithms on another kind of regional motion blurred images, which are also often encountered in medical imaging.
Experiment on the Out-of-focus Medical Images
In medical imaging, especially in the imaging of thorax cavity, the movements of the camera are often restricted by the narrow chamber, and it is hard to focus on full area because of the inter-connected and layered structure. Figure 1. (a-c) are out-of-focus of plastic chest cavity images and (d) is the estimated ground truth image generated by our algorithm. (d) is full-focused and (e) is the grey-level image of (d). In (e), there is still some "salt and pepper" noise because we only use a uniform distribution as the prior probability here. This type of noise can be readily eliminated by an efficient median filtering process. The final result is illustrated in (f).
We further investigated the computational efficiency on several sets of color medical images and the results are illustrated in Table 1 .
For three registered color images of size 499*374, we only need about 0.025 seconds on personal computer (CPU 2.0G, memory 2.0G) to complete the fusion process and the estimated ground truth image is showed in Figure 1 
Experiment on the Regional Motion Blurred Images
Although our methods are mainly designed for the registered out-of-focus images, we still want to test its performance on some regional motion blurred images, because these regional motion blurs are usually unavoidable due to equipment vibration or unexpected shocks to the imaging systems.
We perform the tests on a set of images downloaded from Lehigh University and the results are illustrated in Figure 2 . 
Conclusions
We propose an effective image fusion method for large size out-of-focus images, which is especially suitable for real-time surgical operation monitoring systems. Our method is based on the Bayesian risk minimization framework and multi-resolution Pixon map descriptions. By choosing some easy-to-compute kernel functions as the Pixon map, and taking a uniform distribution as prior probability, our framework yields a fast fusion algorithm which has a high performance in both image quality and computational speed. Actually, many more kernel functions can be adopted as Pixon map, and many priors such as Gaussian distributions, etc., can be utilized to generate more powerful fusion algorithms within our framework. Here we note that complex kernel functions and prior distributions may yield better quality images, but they also incur higher computational costs.
Future work is to deal with imaging systems with some calibration information, and we may be able to develop some even faster algorithms to estimate the ground truth according to Equation (1-3) .
